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Abstract

Obesity is associated with physical and medical restrictions and comorbidities, but it also en-

tails psychosocial effects such as social isolation and feelings of rejection. The aim of this study 

was to investigate the link between loneliness and weight stigma in a large sample of obese 

individuals. Results were derived from a large representative sample (n = 1,000). The survey 

included the 3-item version of the UCLA loneliness scale, the Patient Health Questionnaire 

(PHQ-9) as well as the Weight Bias Internalization scale (WBIS). The mean UCLA score was 

1.943 (SD = 0.771). Respondents with higher levels of depression (B = 0.176), higher internal-

ized weight bias (B = 0.435), and the experience of discrimination (B = 0.286) reported higher 

levels of loneliness. Future studies should investigate the mediation pathways between obe-

sity, loneliness, and its determinants to provide a framework for successful interventions as 

part of obesity management programs. © 2019 The Author(s)

Published by S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Overweight and obesity are viewed as a major challenge for public health. According to esti-

mations, around 38% of the adult population worldwide will be overweight and another 20% 

will be obese by 2030, and the rate will be as high as 45% in the USA by 2035 [1, 2]. Obese people 

face numerous somatic comorbidities and a shortened life expectancy [3], but they are also 

prone for social exclusion because of societies’ body norms. Weight bias includes pervasive 
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negative attributes and prejudice related to an individual’s overweight, and they include stereo-

types such as being lazy or incompetent [4]. Negative attitudes towards obese people have been 

documented worldwide [5], they are correlated with further weight gain and, therefore, exacer-

bated comorbidities. When those affected by stigmatization from their social environment agree 

with the negative attitudes and blame themselves for being overweight, an internalization of the 

stigmatizing attitudes has occurred [4]. A substantial number of obese people internalize these 

attitudes [6]. Discrimination and internalized stigma have been linked to depression, anxiety, 

and other psychological correlates [7, 8]. Often, experiencing discrimination and stigmatization, 

as well as depressive symptoms, may lead to social isolation. Previous studies [9, 10] indicated 

that people with depression are often affected by social distancing when it comes to occupa-

tional and interpersonal situations. Another study [11] showed that this also applies to obese 

people. The question remains whether people who face distancing also experience loneliness.

Several studies have provided evidence that loneliness can be found especially in elderly 

people. However, recent studies claim that it is not solely a question of age [12], but it can affect 

other vulnerable groups as well. Loneliness has been shown to be correlated with increased 

morbidity and mortality [13] as well as with many diseases such as a greater cardiovascular 

risk (reported, e.g., in Hawkley et al. [14]), decreased physical activity [15], self-reported poor 

sleep quality and daytime dysfunction (i.e., low energy, fatigue) [16]. All of these are factors 

that also play a role in the development and chronification of obesity. Few studies have inves-

tigated the role of loneliness in obesity. A very recent study [17] found a positive causal effect 

of BMI on loneliness but not for loneliness on BMI, not including weight bias as a variable. In 

a study on the impact of weight stigma and loneliness on suicidal behavior in bariatric patients, 

Chen et al. [18] showed that greater weight bias was associated with greater loneliness in both 

men and women. Another very recent study [19] examined the relationship between BMI and 

social withdrawal syndrome and loneliness. In that study, obese participants demonstrated 

lower emotional trust in close others, lower disclosure to close others, and greater loneliness 

compared to normal-weight or overweight participants. Whether this may be the result of 

experiencing discrimination due to weight has not been thematized in that study.

The aim of this study is, therefore, to investigate to what extent individuals with obesity 

of varying degree suffer from loneliness and, additionally, to determine the role of depression 

and weight stigma in this context. It is hypothesized that a substantial amount of obese people 

experience loneliness and that experiences of weight bias and depressive symptoms are posi-

tively correlated to feeling lonely. 

Method

This study was approved by the local Ethics Committee of the University of Leipzig (vote 

number: 208-14-14042014). It was conducted with the help of a German research institute 

(Forsa). The data under investigation were derived from a large representative telephone survey.

Participant Recruitment

The data collection was conducted by a research institute (Forsa) that is specialized in 

surveys that focus on health-care topics. Due to their pool of participants that take part in 

Forsa’s daily omnibus surveys, Forsa is also able to offer telephone interviews with partial 

groups that agree to take part on a regular basis. Representativeness was ensured using the 

Kish selection grid: a predefined randomization list is used here to determine the household 

member to be invited to the survey. By taking advantage of this panel that has already been 

recruited, the research institute was then able to directly contact participants with a BMI over 

30 kg/m2 only. About half did not want to be recontacted (n = 1,546), and others were not 
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reached, refused participation upon recontacting, or dropped out for other reasons. Overall, 

1,000 telephone interviews were conducted by the institute’s qualified interviewers (response 

rate: 45.6%). Weighing variables were developed to ensure representativeness. The institute 

was responsible for documentation of consent of each participant during the interview. 

Participants did not receive any compensation.

Instruments

Forsa used questionnaires that were administered via telephone. They are self-report 

measures.

Loneliness

The main variable of interest, loneliness, was measured with the short 3-item version of 

the UCLA loneliness scale, using a 5-point scale [20]. For each item, the score will be added 

up and divided by the number of items. Higher scores reflect greater loneliness. The 3-item 

version has shown satisfactory reliability and applicability in telephone surveys. In the 

present survey, the scale’s Cronbach’s α was 0.682 and, therefore, comparable to the original 

validation study (0.72, [21]) Additionally, the UCLA 3-item version is also used in the largest 

panel study of the German population, leaving the possibility for comparison with the general 

public [12]. In this study, the mean UCLA score was M = 0.99. Other studies in older partici-

pants found higher mean scores (M = 4.06 [22]).

Depression

As covariate, depression was assessed with the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9, 

[23]), an instrument that can be used for the dimensional and categorical diagnosis of 

depression and depressive symptoms. Cronbach’s α was 0.769 in the present sample. 

Subjective Health

The general health status was assessed with an analogue scale from 0 to 100 (EQ-VAS, 

[24]). The participants were asked to choose one point on this scale, which represented their 

subjective health on that day. Higher scores indicate better self-rated health. 

Weight Bias Internalization and Discrimination 

Moreover, weight bias internalization was assessed by administering the German version 

of the Weight Bias Internalization scale (WBIS) [25]. Cronbach’s α was 0.833 for this scale. 

Additionally, the Lifetime Discrimination Scale from the National Survey of Midlife Devel-

opment in the US (MIDUS) on self-perceived discriminatory experiences was included to 

determine the frequency of experiences of discrimination in everyday life [26]. In addition, 

three more items were added to the original scale to specifically focus on weight-related 

discrimination. These items were generated through extensive qualitative research 

beforehand (unpublished results) and can be obtained from the authors. The items exemplify 

typical situations of weight discrimination (for instance “Have you been treated unfair in your 

work environment because of your weight?”) and dichotomizing experiences of discrimi-

nation throughout the life span (yes/no). 

Sociodemographic Variables

Sociodemographic variables were assessed with a standardized procedure provided by 

the research institute, including age, gender, and education. As loneliness has been reported 

to occur more often in people living alone [21], it was also assessed whether our participants 

live alone or with someone (i.e., a partner, family member, or friend).
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Statistical Analysis

All analyses were conducted using STATA 13.1. Whenever possible, variables were used 

as continuous predictors (age, depressive symptoms, health status, and weight bias internal-

ization). Where feasible (e.g., for discrimination experiences or living together with someone), 

a dichotomized variable was constructed to reflect the presence or absence of the relevant 

construct. BMI was further categorized into three groups according to WHO recommenda-

tions [27]: obesity class I (30.0–34.9 kg/m2), obesity class II (35.0–39.9 kg/m2), and obesity class III (≥ 40.0 kg/m2). In the descriptive analysis, the χ2 test or one-way ANOVA was 

conducted to assess differences across obesity classes. The results from a representative 

study in Germany were used to assess differences in levels of loneliness between the study 

that included participants from all weight groups [12] and the present study. The mean of the 

UCLA loneliness scale in this study was M = 0.99 [12]. A one-sample mean comparison test  

(t test) was used. The relevant p value was set at < 0.05. 

Loneliness was used as the dependent continuous variable in linear regression models. 

All independent variables were introduced in univariate models as well as together in a full 

model. Standardized coefficients are reported. Predictor effect sizes were assessed through 

proportions of variance explained (STATA command estat esize). Interactions of variables 

were investigated and only included when significant. In particular, the interactions of weight 

bias internalization and depressive symptoms or discrimination experiences, as well as inter-

nalization and living with someone, were tested. These were derived from the literature in 

the field. The research institute (Forsa) also provided a variable to weigh data according to 

the German public. All analyses were run with weighted and non-weighted data, and the 

results are reported.

Results

Table 1 summarizes all variables of interests and reports differences across the three 

obesity classes in non-weighted data as no differences were found when applying the 

weighing variable. In total, 55.2% of the respondents were male, with a mean age of 56.4 

years, and were more often living with someone than alone (62%). Almost 40% reported 

weight-based discrimination (39.8%). The mean loneliness score was significantly higher 

in our sample (M = 1.9) compared to a recent analysis in the German public (M = 0.99, p < 

0.001, [12]). While no differences were observed regarding loneliness – with the comparison 

of participants with obesity class I and II being borderline significant at p = 0.054 –, partic-

ipants differed in other relevant variables. Participants with higher BMI classes reported 

higher levels of depression, higher internalization of weight bias, and suffered discrimi-

nation experiences more often. They also less likely lived with someone. Furthermore, the 

self-reported health status was significantly worse among those participants with higher 

BMI categories. 

Table 2 reports the results from univariate and multivariate regression models. The full 

model explained 27.1% of the variance. Significant associations were found for four vari-

ables: participants living with someone reported lower levels of loneliness, while respon-

dents with higher levels of depression, higher internalized weight bias, and the experience 

of discrimination experiences reported higher levels of loneliness. No interaction terms 

were significant. Effect sizes for the significant variables varied: depressive symptoms 

explained the largest proportion of variance (0.091), followed by living together with 

someone (0.027), and weight bias internalization (0.052). The presence of discrimination 

experiences only explained 0.03% of the variance, and the 95% confidence interval over-

lapped for this variable. 
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Discussion

According to the current study, a higher BMI can be associated with higher levels of 

depression, higher internalization of weight bias, and a higher rate of discrimination experi-

ences. Furthermore, the self-reported health status was significantly worse among those 

participants with higher BMI categories. This could account for the generally high level of 

loneliness observed in this sample, as obesity has been linked to worse self-reported health 

only in the presence of high levels of loneliness [28]. When comparing weight categories, 

obese individuals are in general lonelier in the current sample, regardless of their class of 

obesity. This has been shown in previous studies as well [29]. Secondly, with regard to lone-

liness, participants with higher levels of depression, higher internalized weight bias, and the 

experience of discrimination reported higher levels of loneliness. 

Obesity and loneliness seem to be connected by acting as a negative synergy on both 

physical and emotional well-being. A few studies argue that loneliness might increase obesity, 

for instance by negatively affecting quality of sleep. In this context, sleep may be disrupted 

due to night-eating symptoms that also occur in the presence of obesity [30] and could, 

therefore, predict further weight gain. Alterations on the HPA-axis (i.e., related to psycho-

social stress) have been shown to be associated with loneliness [31] as well as weight stigma-

tization and discrimination [32] and may promote weight gain by increasing eating behavior 

and abdominal adiposity [33]. The mediation pathways between obesity, stigma, and lone-

liness are still not known and should, therefore, be investigated in future studies.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for all variables for the total sample and by BMI group

Variable Total sample 

(n = 1,000)

BMI p value

30–34.9 kg/m2 

(I; n = 671)

35–39.9 kg/m2 

(II; n = 245)

≥40 kg/m2 

(III; n = 84)

Gender 0.099

Women 44.8 42.9 46.5 54.7

Men 55.2 57.8 53.5 45.2

Living situation 0.025

Alone 38.0 35.6 40.4 50.0

With someone 62.0 64.4 59.6 50.0

Discrimination experience (MIDUS)

Yes 39.8 32.3 47.8 76.2 <0.001

No 60.2 67.7 52.2 23.8

Age 56.4±14.9 57.6±15.0 54.7±14.5 52.4±14.1 I vs. II: 0.033

I vs. III: 0.010

Depressive symptoms 

(PHQ)

14.3±4.30 14.0±4.0 14.9±4.5 15.1±4.9 I vs. II: 0.020

Weight Bias Internal-

ization scale (WBIS)

27.5±11.9 26.3±11.5 28.3±11.9 34.1±13.1 I vs. III: <0.001

II vs. III: 0.001

Health status (VAS) 63.7±22.6 66.0±21.4 20.0±23.2 55.8±26.8 I vs. II: 0.002

I vs. III: 0.001

Loneliness (range: 1–5) 1.9±0.8 1.9±0.7 2.0±0.8 2.0±0.8 ns

Values are given as percentage or mean ± SD. p values are calculated using χ2 test (categorial variables) or 

one-way ANOVA (dimensional variables). ns, not significant.
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Strengths and Limitations

This study is a cross-sectional observational study and cannot explain causality. Although 

a standardized measure was used for loneliness, an in-depth assessment of the constructs 

could not be done. BMI was based on self-reports only. Also, the comparison with a large 

representative study across all weight categories is limited since age could not be harmonized 

between the two studies. However, this is one of the largest samples of obese people living in 

Germany, which is representative of the German public. It is therefore a valuable epidemio-

logical addition to the literature.

Conclusions

Overall, the results of the current study suggest that loneliness may occur more often in 

obese individuals and that it is related to depressive symptoms, greater self-stigma, and weight 

discrimination. Social isolation or loneliness is known to be a risk factor for precarious health 

and greater mortality. Loneliness is also linked to obesity; however, cause and effect in this rela-

tionship still remain unclear. It may be seen as a complication or a trigger for obesity. Therefore, 

loneliness should be acknowledged as a public health challenge that needs to be addressed in 

terms of multidisciplinary weight management. Avoidance of medical care (i.e., due to social 

withdrawal or a lack of trust in others) could increase the burden and lower overall quality of 

life. On the other hand, it may lower the incidence of help-seeking behavior in terms of weight 

management. If people understand the complexity of this disease, stigmatization and discrimi-

Table 2. Regression coefficients in univariate and multivariate regression models (dependent variable: 

 loneliness)

Variable Univariate model Full model

B SE B SE

Gender

Men – –

Women 0.749 0.049 –0.205 0.132

Living situation

Alone – –

With someone –0.337*** 0.049 –0.706*** 0.135

Discrimination experience

No – –

Yes 0.335*** 0.049 0.286* 0.143

BMI category

30–34.9 kg/m2 – –

35–39.9 kg/m2 0.139* 0.058 0.128 0.155≥40 kg/m2 0.137 0.089 –0.356 0.246

Age –0.002 0.001 –0.003 0.005

Depressive symptoms (PHQ) 0.079*** 0.005 0.176*** 0.018

Weight Bias Internalization scale (WBIS) 0.024*** 0.002 0.435*** 0.006

Health status (VAS) –0.007*** 0.001 –0.003 0.003

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Adjusted r2 for full model: 0.27.
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nation may be eliminated and, thereby, reduce social distancing. On the other hand, if obese 

individuals feel understood and accepted, they may not fear social situations as a threat [34, 35]. 

It could be one way to support those you are vulnerable to weight bias by increasing trust and 

helping them to build up social networks, because social relationships are important not only 

for physical health but also for emotional and psychological well-being. 
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